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Ex Bank of England chief Mark 
Carney’s house is up for sale

trading Places

It’s half 400-yEar-old CottagE, half 
futurIstIC hoME of stEEl and glass. 
emma Wells vIEws a rEMarkaBlE 
rEstoratIon that CoMEs CoMplEtE 
wIth Its own InstagraM followIng

...THE NEW

SalE of THEcenturies

THE olD…

T
ACKLING the top-to-toe 
restoration of a dilapidated 
Grade II-listed thatched 
cottage is, for most home 
buyers, one of the biggest 

challenges they will ever take on. 
But for self-confessed renovation 
addict Stephanie Murray, however, 
it clearly wasn’t taxing enough. 

Instead, Stephanie, 41, decided to 
resurrect 400-year-old Merry’s 
Farmhouse, in Cambridgeshire, 
while simultaneously adding a 
futuristic steel and glass extension 
that echoes the original building’s 
timeless lines.  

‘Although I’ve renovated several 
of our homes over the years, I’ve 
never taken on a listed project,’ says 
Stephanie, who bought the three-
acre property, in the village of Great 
Eversden, eight miles from 
Cambridge city centre, about six 
years ago. ‘I’ll admit that both 
updating and extending at the same 
time was complicated, but it was a 
case of project managing every 
detail minutely, and having a clear 

vision for every room in both 
buildings, down to the last light 
switch. Plus, it was a necessity –  
we loved the cottage and its 
amazing rural setting, but we 
needed more space.’

Although Stephanie and her 
family – husband Tom, 42, a 
chartered surveyor, and children, 
Millie, eight, Alfie, six, and Phoebe, 
four – were already living locally, in 
a mid-century home, they didn’t 
know of the farmhouse’s existence. 

‘Tom spotted the uninhabited 
cottage, one of a group of farm 
buildings, on one of his long 
country walks,’ Stephanie says.  
‘I had to see past the cobwebs and 
the completely impractical layout, 
but I knew right away exactly what  
I wanted to do.’

Impressively, after a nine-month 
planning process – and a year of 
works – Stephanie’s vision of 
restoring the integrity of the 17th-
century cottage and adding a 500sq 
ft extension fit for 21st-century 
living, with a glass link symbolising 

the journey through the centuries, 
became a reality. 

‘The original part of the building 
is probably the newest 400-year-old 
cottage you’ve ever seen,’ laughs 
Stephanie. ‘We had to completely 
re-render it, rethatch and rewire it, 
as well as put in central heating and 
brand new bathrooms.’ 

The cosy, beamed snug, with 
inglenook fireplace, is the heart of 
the historic half of the home, 

Continued on: Page 18 » 

 Mix and match:   
 The ultra-modern   

 extension is a stunning   
 addition to the Grade II-   

 listed farmhouse   
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H
E IS the ‘rock star’ banker 
famed for balancing the books 
during his role as Bank of 
England Governor from 2013, 
leaving the role earlier this 

year. But perhaps Canadian Mark Carney’s 
greatest financial trick as Governor was 
building a reputation as a man of the 
people while spending £3,500-a-week rent 
on a family home.

The shock arrival of Carney as the first 
foreign head of one of Britain’s oldest 
financial institutions seven years ago was 
usurped by his unlikely encore of 

choosing to spend his annual £250,000 
housing allowance (yep, that’s on top of a 
reported salary of £624,000) on a move to 
Hampstead’s Compayne Gardens. 

Not only were curtains twitching but 
column inches rolling, as the world took 
note of this unlikely move not to Chelsea 
or Kensington – areas befitting a 
glamorous banking genius – or even 
Hampstead proper (around the Heath or in 
the village that is) but to a lesser-known 
backwater called South Hampstead.

And the man dubbed the ‘George 
Clooney of finance’ (inset) then proceeded 

to arrive at the Arts and 
Crafts Queen Anne revival 
property, nestled 
between Kilburn and 
Camden, not in an 
Alan Sugar-spec Rolls 
Royce but instead 
with, as one resident 
told local website 
Ham & High, ‘one 
van’ load of stuff.

The move to South 
Hampstead – which has 
survived for many years 
on just a Nando’s and 
hardly any artisan bakeries, 
and is located one mile from St 
John’s Wood – was hailed by many as 
another example of Carney’s man-of-
the-people outlook. But the mic-drop 
moment came when he then started 
travelling to work on the Tube.  To 
cement his reputation, he was regularly 
spotted at the footy (watching his 
beloved Everton or his wife’s team, 
Arsenal) and seen getting a trim at a 
nearby high street barber.

But having backed the losing side on  
Brexit – becoming the Brexiteers’ poster 
boy for Project Fear after warning of 
economic doom in the face of no-deal – 
and with his extended contract as BoE 
boss coming to an end, Carney has 
decided that leave means leave, and has 
headed back to his native Canada.

So now the modest looking 5,950sq ft, 
£5.5million, eight-bedroom semi-
detached Victorian abode is on the 
market – and all can be revealed. 

Designed by renowned architect 
Richard Norman Shaw, the property was, 
prior to Carney’s arrival, reportedly 
three separate flats, converted to a 
single home at a cost of £1million. 

Lived in by the Gov’, his wife Diana and 
their four children, for five years, the 
property might shout really rich rather 
than fabulously wealthy on the outside, 
but it goes full Chelsea on the inside. 
Behind the elegant four-storey, red-brick 
façade is a fully modernised home 
complete with basement wine cellar, a 
principle bedroom suite arranged over 
two floors, a huge reception room, which 
spans the entire depth of the house and 
a sun room, complete with glass cupola, 
overlooking the garden.

Mark Pollack, co-founder of Aston 
Chase, the company charged with selling 
the house, reckons it is a bargain at the 
£5.5m asking price, too. He says: ‘This 
outstanding family home offers 
beautifully presented living spaces and 
an abundance of bedrooms, it is perfect 
for a large family and is in easy distance 
of some of Hampstead’s excellent local 
schools and amenities. 

‘While it benefits from easy access to 
the West End and Canary Wharf, the 
house, at just £924 per square foot, 
represents exceptionally good value-for-
money as in neighbouring Hampstead 
and St John’s Wood comparable 
properties sell for anything from £1,250 
up to £3,000 per square foot.’

n  £5.5m, astonchase.com

profit 
and gloss
This sleek, 
contemporary 
designer kitchen 
comes complete 
with a central 
island boasting a 
veined marble 
worktop, yet also 
features a definite 
nod to its period 
roots in the guise 
of traditional 
parquet flooring.

INTEREST

into the red
Behind this humble red-brick façade, on an unassuming tree-lined 
residential street in the charming conservation area of South 
Hampstead, lived one of the most powerful moneymen in Britain, 
paying monthly rent equivalent to the price of a new VW hatchback.

healthy balance
This double reception room rocks the Arts and Crafts theme with a 
little more passion, thanks to rugged fabrics and organic patterns, 
riffing with bold dining chairs with a whiff of Mackintosh. Timber 
flooring, high ceilings and contemporary stone fireplace are 
understated glam, while built-in-wall niches would make even those 
broken Lego X-Wings look like thought-provoking contemporary art.

it will take a 
transaction of 
£5.5m to secure 
this statement 
london pad, 
once home to 
bank chief mark 
carney. oliVer 
stallWood 
takes a look... 
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upwards 
spiral
The galleried upper 
level is home to the 
principal bedroom 
and sumptuous 
main bathroom, 
with commanding 
views over the road 
and the two houses 
on the opposite 
side. There are a 
further three 
bedrooms and a 
family bathroom on 
the first floor, with 
one of the bedrooms 
opening out onto a 
private balcony.

PROPERTY
PORN

LAUNCH
PAD BRITISH

BEST OF

DOCTOR
HOUSE

DOCTOR
HOUSE

LAUNCH
PAD

HARD
HAT
AREA

HARD
HAT
AREA

PROPERTY
PORN

SOMMELIER
CONFIDENTIAL

SOMMELIER
CONFIDENTIAL

NEW BUILD
NEWS

NEW BUILD
NEWS

BANK HOLIDAY

EXTRA

BANK HOLIDAY

EXTRA

sTErliNG EFFOrTs
The principal bedroom suite is arranged over the 
two floors and incorporates a sitting/study area 
with a huge atrium space above – where a 
dramatic open-plan staircase is a perfect contrast 
to the more elegant, traditional feel elsewhere. 

GrOwTH FOrECasT 
At the back of the family kitchen is a 
family room, dining area and sun room 
with glass cupola overlooking the 
garden. For those without Wikipedia, a 
cupola is normally a small dome that 
sits on top of a building, but here it juts 
out the back. Tall side windows and 
ceiling glass allow light to cascade into 
this area making it perfect for all 
seasons. The property comes complete 
with a front garden and to the rear 
facade a large patio opening onto the 
81.3ft rear garden. A circular theme 
starts with the round seating area and 
continues to the rear in the form of 
manicured shrubs. 
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from holidays to 
free furniture, 
ANDREA DEAN 
finds the hottest 
home-buying 
incentives around

IT’S A   

bIg 
deAl!

although Stephanie deliberately 
eschewed traditional chintz and 
florals for its decorative scheme. 

Stephanie is the co-founder of 
Facebook group Housfolk, whose 
9,500-plus members share a love of 
Scandinavian, mid-century modern 
and vintage-inspired interiors. Here, 
the vibe is distinctly luxurious yet 
boho: colours gently clash (golden 
yellow velvet sofas and a pink Aztec-
inspired rug, above), and a jungle of 
indoor plants, both real and faux, atop 
quirky 1950s school cabinetry. 

On the ground floor, Stephanie 
transformed the old kitchen into an 
immaculately organised boot room 
(simple white cupboards and cork wall 
tiles keep it contemporary) and, 
upstairs, she created an on-trend 
monochrome main family bathroom 
with matte black taps. 

Here, also, are three of the home’s 
four bedrooms. In Millie and Phoebe’s 
room, clever high street finds are on 
display: chest of drawers from Ikea, 
rainbow cushions from H&M, and 
inexpensive multi-coloured dot 
stickers on the wall from Etsy. 

‘I love to find bargains,’ Stephanie 
says. ‘I prefer to put the money into 
the bulk of the house, not in the 
smaller details where it’s unnecessary.’

This is showcased to dazzling effect, 
of course, in the extension, which was 

completed for £150,000, with the help 
of local architecture firm Rider Sale. 
Housing the slick anthracite-coloured 
Fenix kitchen [inset, right] and an 
open-plan living area, the soaring 
double-height space features a floor-
to-ceiling glazed wall framing lush 
green farmland, two vast roof lights 
and a daring glass-balustraded 
mezzanine play area.

Here, the palette is an architectural 
grey, with a trio of green velvet sofas 
and reed-thin pendant lights hanging 
over the huge kitchen island. The look 
is softened with cushion covers made 
by Bath-based Blue Lizard Textiles, 
specialists in vintage, mid-century 
and contemporary covers.

Creating this pièce de résistance 
was not, of course, without its 
dramas – one of the huge panes of 
glass broke during delivery, but still 
had to be temporarily installed to 
keep things wind and watertight. But 
it was, Stephanie says, well 
worth it. ‘Despite the period cosiness 
of the cottage, it’s here we spend 

most of our time. It’s wonderful to 
look out and watch the changing 
seasons, and the light of the farmers’ 
tractors as they harvest sugar beet  
at night.’

The marriage of these two such 
diverse buildings – 
independent yet 
completely 
complementary – is 
a true triumph, 
and its 
documentation 
has amassed  
a devoted 
following of 
nearly 7,000 on 
Stephanie’s 
Instagram  
account, Housfolk. 

They have been 
eagerly awaiting Stephanie’s 
next move at Merry’s: she has been 
musing this summer over installing a  
biofuel pit in the landscaped  
grounds, edged by black boards  
and modular furniture. It 

sounds stunning, but as fellow 
restless renovators understand, 
Stephanie isn’t content without 
another ‘grand designs’ project to 
engage her. 

She has put Merry’s Farmhouse  
on the market now, in fact, and has 

already started work on a 
Victorian home, with several 

rundown outbuildings, a 
few villages away. 

It may not look like  
much now, but  
simply follow her 
progress on Instagram, 
and wannabe house 
renovators will get a 

masterclass in how to 
create a sleek, Scandi 

scheme within a restored 
period shell – with not one 

predictable element in sight. 

n Merry’s Farmhouse is available for 
£1.25million at struttandparker.com.
You can see more of the property on 

Stephanie’s Instagram @housfolk

» from: Page 15   

 Perfectly placed: The extension  
 has gorgeous farmland views;  
 Stephanie with her children, right 

 Star attraction: Warm  
 interiors, period charm and  

 sleek modernism is a  
 winning formula here 

 
 

StAmP  
Duty PAiD  

Gabriel Square, St Albans AL1,  
from £965,000

Five, four-bed townhouses are ready to 
move into, with six more to be released in 
the next phase of St Albans’ first garden 
square development. Developer Meyer 

Homes is currently paying the stamp duty 
bill and putting up to £1,000 towards 

legal fees, that’s a saving of  
more than £26,000.  
gabrielsquare.com

T
HAnkS to the stamp duty 
holiday, running until the end of 
March next year, we can now 
save up to £15,000 when buying a 
home, as this tax only becomes 

payable on transactions above £500,000, 
compared with £125,000 previously 
(£300,000 for first-time buyers). 

But beyond the stamp duty savings, 
there are further bargains to be bagged as 
house builders offer discounts, interior 
upgrades and other deals in a bid to get 
specific properties or entire sites sold. 

And if a particular incentive doesn’t suit 
you, it’s always worth asking whether 
there’s an alternative, too.

GoRGEouS GARDENS
Birch Meadow, Barkway, SG8,  
from £674,950
Move to one of the four or five-bedroom 
detached houses at Birch Meadow and you 
can put your garden on the best-dressed 
list, as Storey Homes is offering £5,000 to 
splurge on outdoor furniture, shrubs and 
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Tailored choices
Ash Lodge Park, Ash GU12, from £484,950
You’ll need to move fast when buying one of the remaining three-bed family 
houses as Bewley’s generous Colours incentive is only available on 
reservations until the end of July. Tailored options are provided, such as a 
year’s mortgage subsidy and a £1,000 voucher for a garden centre or bike or 
a monthly bouquet of flowers. bewley.co.uk

IT’S A   

bIg 
deAl!

accessories such as barbecue equipment. 
Homes have sunny, south-facing gardens, 
accessed via sizeable kitchen/dining/
family rooms. storeyhomes.com

six monThs renT-free
SO Resi Ealing, W13, from £105,000 for a 
25 per cent share of £420,000
Anyone reserving a light-filled, one or two-
bed shared ownership apartment 
by August 31 has no rent to 
pay for six months on the 
portion they don’t own, 
potentially saving more 
than £4,100. You can 
find out all about 
shared ownership by 
tuning into SO Resi’s 
new three-part 
webinar series, 
starting this Thursday 
at 1pm, via its 
Facebook page 
facebook.com/soresi. 
soresi.co.uk

morTgage subsidy
Waterside Quarter, Maidenhead SL6,  
from £300,000
Live by the water for less by snapping up a 
one, two or three-bed apartment next to a 
rejuvenated waterway in the heart of the 
town. All have large, open-plan kitchen/
living areas with integrated appliances, 
and most come with an underground 

parking space. Buyers are currently offered 
a six-month mortgage holiday, saving as 
much as £6,000. shanlyhomes.com

fees and furniTure 
NOMA Apartments, Isleworth TW7,  
from £415,000
Moments from Isleworth station, these 
luxury one-bed apartments (inset) are a 

cut above your average starter pads 
as they sit in landscaped 

riverside gardens and have 
spacious balconies with 

great views and 
generously sized 
kitchen/living/dining 
spaces. Legal fees up 
to £2,000 and a 
furniture pack worth 
£8,000 are currently on 
offer. hamptons.co.uk 

holiday  
vouchers

London Square Tadworth 
Gardens, KT20, from £299,950

One-bed apartments and three and four-
bed houses, set among tree-lined avenues 
and landscaped gardens, are available at 
this leafy scheme near Epsom. Buyers 
reserving selected plots by September 30 
will have lots to look forward to as they’ll 
receive a £5,000 holiday voucher with 
bespoke holiday firm Travel Counsellors, 
valid for two years. londonsquare.co.uk

Linden Homes is giving away furniture 
packs worth up to £10,000 to buyers 
of selected two-bed apartments with 
balconies, allowing them to fully kit 
out their home before they move in.  
Canary Wharf’s a ten-minute 
commute from Bromley-by-Bow Tube 
station. lindenhomes.co.uk

furniTure pack Lime Quarter, Bow E3, from £540,000

designer inTeriors Dash, Hoxton N1, from £690,000
Reserve a one or two-bed apartment during the weekend of August 8-9 
and you’ll be given £20,000 to spend with interior designers Dapa on 
furniture, lighting, wall and window upgrades. Homes also come with a 
year’s car club membership and residents can enjoy views of London’s 
skyline from the roof terrace, complete with a herb garden. 
countrysideproperties.com
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RACHEL
STEVENS

MY FIRST
HOME

‘I barely set foot 
in my first home’
S Club 7 Singer 
raChel reaChed 
for the StarS 
to buy a flat at 
the age of 20...

 Don’t stop moving:  
 Buying early gave   
 Rachel the property bug 

My firSt hoMe

experience and the whole thing was 
relatively easy. 

What was the place like?
I think I actually bought the show 
home flat at the time. Everything was 
done and I think that’s what I needed. 
My career was so full-on I couldn’t be 
at home to make any decisions. It had 
a gym and a pool, which was good. I 
was very lucky because I was so 
young and it felt very safe and ticked 
all the boxes. I slowly put my stamp 
on it. It was semi-furnished but at the 
time I didn’t know what my taste was.  
These days, I love interiors. 

What is your style now?
My bedroom has just been finished 
and I wanted something calm, 
relaxing and glamorous. I’ve just 
bought a beautiful art deco mirror  
and dressing table. I would say 
glamorous with a calm, relaxed feel.  
I love period properties and mixing  
old with new. There are so many 
beautiful things on the high street 
these days that you can mix with 
antiques. It also has to be stylish  
but practical with children around.

Why did you move out?
Good question. I moved quite near my 
mum two or three years later in West 
Hampstead so not far. A property 
came up with a little garden and a 
different kind of space. Again I was 
hardly there and I really wanted to 
make something homely. I didn’t  
really know what home was at the 
time because I was always moving 
and it was just a crazy time. My world  
had changed overnight. 

Did buying help you?
It was a bit of a blur if I’m honest. 
Everyone has a different experience. 
It’s such a huge thing to buy your first 
home. It was really exciting to have 
my own place but I’m not sure it made 
me grow up quicker. When you are in 
a band you aren’t that independent, 
because a lot is done for you and you 
have a lot of people around you and 
are really protected. I had to re-learn 
doing things for myself after leaving 
the band.

What’s your best memory 
living there?
The late night styling sessions 
there. I would have my stylist and 
make-up artists over and we 
would have a bottle of wine and 
play dress-up.

Have you got  
more interested in 
properties over time?
As I’ve got older I’ve been 
incredibly interested in 
property. I love looking online 
at different properties, I’m a 
bit obsessed. After West 
Hampstead, I moved to 
Primrose Hill and that was  
my first flat that was my  
own style and taste and I 
was able to make it my  
own place. 

Do you have any 
advice about getting 
on the ladder early?
It’s harder than ever to 
buy but if you invest in 
property, then that 
money is always there. 
And on top of that, 
home is where the 
heart is.
n lowcostglasses.co.uk 
 INTERVIEW BY  

olIver stallwood

R
AcHEl STEvEnS went 
from being a student living 
at home to being a 
household name as part of 
chart-topping band S club 

7. The global success of the band – 
which included a Tv series – meant 
that she was on the property ladder 

at 20 and filming and performing 
all over the world. Since then, 
Rachel has gone on to have a 
successful solo career, appeared on 
Strictly and celebrity Mastermind. 
She is currently working with low 
cost Glasses, an online prescription 
glasses retailer.

When and where did you buy?
I bought my first home in Hampstead 
when I was in early S club days. I was 
never in the country as we were always 
travelling but I got good advice from my 
stepdad and decided to buy.

Why did you decide to take such 
a big step so young?
S club was kicking off and we were out 
in America a lot. I was around 20 and it 
just felt sensible to invest in property.  
I was hardly ever at the Hampstead 
property after I bought it as we were in 
Miami a lot filming. I remember friends 
coming over to the Hampstead flat and I 
still had the plastic wrapping on the 
oven. I went from home and straight to 
the band. I never learnt to cook or 
anything, we were always on set, 
working and eating on the job. 

How was it buying back then?
My stepdad is actually working in 
property so he helped me and it was a 
brand new development and I bought 
off-plan. There was no chain so not too 
much to get involved in. I didn’t learn 
too much about buying from the 
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 Teamwork: Lisa, right, helped   
 to revamp husband Theo’s   
 family home in Teddington  

HOME INTERIORS / INSPIRATION / FOOD

in association
with Halifax

Home Insurance  Page 23 » 

Our pick of sizzling  
seasonal must-haves 

have summer this

HOME INTERIORS / INSPIRATION / FOOD

in association
with Halifax

Home Insurance 

Looking 
good on the 

inside...

…and the outside

 Spiced up: Lisa  
 favours bold sofas  
 offest with Moroccan-  
 style colours on rugs  
 and recliners 

to use their time at home creatively. 
Why not put on that outfit you love 
but never get a chance to wear, or 
the red lipstick you’ve been 
promising yourself you’ll try?’

It’s no surprise, then, that Lisa’s 
megawatt, maximalist approach is 
fully on display in her south-west 
London house, which she shares 
with husband Theo Coyne, 36, a 
charity worker, and their Yorkshire 

blue and tangerine eye make-up, tie-
dye nails and a liberal dose of 
sequins were all part of prepping for 
daily digital conference calls.  

‘Sticking to a routine, doing your 
hair and putting on make-up can 
have a huge impact on how we feel 
about ourselves,’ says Lisa, 37, an 
author of three make-up books 
including beauty bible Easy On The 
Eyes. ‘I’ve been encouraging people 

E
VEN at the height of 
lockdown, you could rely 
on make-up artist and 
brow guru Lisa Potter-
Dixon to be keeping up 

appearances. For the former head 
make-up and trend artist at Benefit 
Cosmetics – and the creative force 
behind many of the avant-garde 
looks on show over the years at 
London Fashion Week – primary 

terrier, Snoop Dogg, cockapoo Diddy, 
and cat Lil’ Kim. The couple took 
over the three-bedroom Edwardian 
house, in leafy Teddington, from 
Theo’s late parents, and have spent 
the past decade, says Lisa, ‘making it 
a place that is unmistakably ours, a 
home completely personal to us.’ 

So although Theo’s architect 
father’s technical drawings are still 
displayed throughout the house, 

they form just one part of a scheme 
that takes in lavishly bright colours 
and vivid pattern, a bespoke beauty 
room to kill for, antique market finds 
and extravagant floral displays – oh, 
and lots and lots of glittery disco 
balls, found on eBay.  

‘Your home has to reflect who you 
truly are,’ Lisa says, ‘but so many 

Continued on Page 22 » 

make-up guru lisa pOtter-dixOn invites emma Wells tO her maximalist lOndOn hOme
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 Old and new: Lisa loves  
 mixing up antique finds  

 with new buys 
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‘Money was a huge restriction’

Blushing: The lounge is painted in warm colours. Below: Kitchen 
ceiling collapsed three times. Inset: Luxurious detailing in the loo

people are afraid to experiment with 
different looks, as they are with make-
up and fashion. I am lucky: because of 
my job, I can visualise things in my 
home the way I do when I apply make-
up. I can see what will work and what 
won’t, even if it can seem unlikely.’

In her living room, for example, walls 
are painted in Dulux’s Copper Blush, a 
contemporary terracotta that gives the 
room a bright yet warm feeling, offset 
by bronze and gold accents in smaller 
details such as lamps and picture 
frames, and paired with a 
bright pink, mid-century 
Moroccan rug, from 
Lahandira. Clever 
hacks throughout the 
house – such as 
adding amethyst 
crystal and gold-
plated handles to 
plain wooden Ikea 
cabinetry – inject 
glamour at low cost.

However, there have, 
been a few disasters along 
the way – such as the kitchen 
ceiling falling down three times. 
‘Money was always a huge restriction, 
and because of the house’s age, it had 
lots of problems,’ Lisa says. Finally, 
though, the couple have got the house 
exactly how they want it, and Lisa has 
launched a new Instagram account,  
@lpdathome, celebrating her love of 
interiors. She has also curated an edit 
for Rockett St George, celebrating some 

of her own pieces 
from the cult 

homewares brand, 
including the lifesize 

bronze-finish palm tree 
lamp in her dining room 

and a stone-effect lion-head 
planter in her garden, as well as those 
on her lust list. A rattan lounge chair, 
boho tin tiles and beaded-lips drinks 
coasters have made the cut. 

Committed party-throwers, Lisa and 
Theo’s dining room is probably their 
most important space. ‘We host at least 
two dinner parties a month – or at least 
we did when we were allowed – and 

our main aim is for our guests to have 
fun,’ Lisa says. ‘We wanted a space that 
looked beautiful in candle light.’ 

Here, a wall is covered in pale grey 
textured plaster paint, evoking the 
riads of Marrakesh. On it hangs an 
intriguing feathered tribal headdress, 
found at the Sunbury Antiques Market 
at Kempton Park Racecourse, and 
above it what Lisa describes as her ‘log 
of joy’ – a huge piece of birchwood, 
hung from the ceiling on chains, 
decorated with a dried floral display 
that she changes every few months, 
and which serves as an art 
installation. A reclaimed wood 

dining table has an ice bucket built into 
the centre of it, with a bespoke, neon-
pink bar stashing more bottles.  

But it’s her recently completed 
beauty room that will captivate the 
sybarites. The floor-to-ceiling hand 
built cabinetry – painted in Dulux’s 
deep aubergine Night Jewels 2 – was 
designed especially to store her 
thousands of brushes, blushers and  
eye shadows, with a pink-neon lips 
sign hanging on the wall. 

Other recent projects mean that Lisa 
and Theo’s ‘forever home’ is nearly 

complete. The main bathroom has 
been kitted out in Moroccan 

tiling, and the garden furniture 
reupholstered in a palm tree print, with 
festoon lighting strung above. Lisa has 
plans here to create a glam Ibiza-style 
cabana, complete with giant disco ball.

 ‘It’s the transformation of spaces 
that gives me such a buzz,’ Lisa says. 
‘There’s nothing better than injecting a 
ray of colour into a dark room, or a 
layer of texture onto a boring sofa.’

Having created her dream home, Lisa 
is now fantasising about owning her 
own interiors and colour consultancy. 
Looks like one day, then, she could be 
swapping mascaras for moodboards.

n lisapotterdixon.com 

1. In counterpoint to the 
vividly coloured walls, the 

extra-large Bagsie sofa is in 
Strong Grey Clever Woolly 
fabric; Lisa has lifted the grey 
with bright, graphic cushions. 

£2,245, loaf.com  
2. Lisa loves quirky objets d’art 
and lamps. The Left-Handed 
Hanging Monkey wall lamp,  
£260, rockettstgeorge.co.uk
3. Who doesn’t want an ice 
bucket built into their dining 
table? Contact Surrey-based firm 
The Table Guy, where prices for 
the reclaimed wood Prosecco 
table start at £695 for a  
1.5metre-long table. He can also 
design matching benches. 
thetableguy.co.uk

4. The home is filled with floral 
displays from Auction Direct 

Flowers: hydrangeas, roses and 
dahlias are very popular right 
now. Prices start from £25, 
including delivery, 
auctiondirectflowers.co.uk 
5. Make your placemats a  
talking point at your next  
dinner party. We love the 
Glamorous Star beaded placemat 
with red hot lips. £25 each, 
rockettstgeorge.co.uk 
6. The large rustic stone effect 
lion-head planter is the latest 
addition to Lisa’s garden – she 
calls hers Frank. £75, 
rockettstgeorge.co.uk 
7. The Palm Tree floor lamp 
(178cm high and in a gold-bronze 
finish) takes centre stage in  
Lisa’s dining room. Pair it  
with a retro drinks trolley. 
£595, rockettstgeorge.co.uk

GET THE LOOK
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 Logging on: The  
 dining room with its  

 impressive reclaimed  
 table and ‘log of joy’  

 sculpture above. Left:  
 Lisa in her beauty room 
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HOLIDAY  
BLUES

No holiday plans? No problem.  
Even if the weather is gloomy, this 

poolside villa collection of vinyl 
flooring will whisk you away to a 

Moroccan villa in minutes. Azulejos, 
£59 per sq m, Atrafloor, atrafloor.
com. Buy it with the Ownable app
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compiled by LARA SARGENT

TAKE A SEAT
Still swooning over 

rattan? Then these pretty, 
curved chairs in grey, black 
and white just shot to the 

top of your payday shopping 
list. Fabulous indoors and out.

Premier Housewares Manado Grey 
Rattan Chair, £169, Very, very.co.uk. 

Buy it with the Ownable app

WATER 
WORKS
We are swapping  
sugary drinks for  
this refreshing blend 
of spring water 
infused with plant 
polyphenols, fruit and 
herb flavours and a 
hint of magnesium. 
Our new daily pick-
me-up… Plant + 
Water by Buxton, 
£1.79 each, In store  
at Boots

FAN-TASTICThis pocket-sized, purse-friendly fan  will help keep you cool inside and out.  A bargain buy for £1. No sweat. Ice Lolly Fan, £1, In store at Poundland

SmOKINg HOT DEAL 
Drop everything and get your hands on this must-
buy tripod fire pit – this season’s hottest piece of 

kit for keeping warm and cooking BBQ food in the 
garden, all at a smoking price point. 

Gardenline Tripod Camping Fire Pit, £29.99, Aldi, 
aldi.co.uk. Buy it with the Ownable app

LIgHTBULB 
mOmENT

These vintage-style 
bulb string lights are 
off-the-scale pretty 
for upgrading your 

garden. Each set 
features seven 

different bulbs. Solar 
Vintage Style Bulb 
String Lights, £35, 

Cox & Cox, 
coxandcox.co.uk. 

Buy it with the  
Ownable app

gLOW gETTER
Cast a warm, summery glow 
even when the sun goes down 
with these hot orange decorative 
lanterns powered by LED bulbs. 
Garden Reflections Set of two 
Decorative Lanterns, £26.50,  
QVC, qvcuk.com. Buy it with the 
Ownable app

SUpER 
BOWLS 
For cut-price 
cuteness, you 
won’t do better 
than this pack of 
watermelon  
bowls made from 
responsibly sourced 

paper. A fresh find for 
BBQ bits and picnic 
nibbles. Wilko Fruits 

Paper Bowl, £1 for eight, 
Wilko, wilko.com. Buy it 

with the Ownable app
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essential kit for  
a super summer

BEER TODAY 
Scour the globe without moving off the sofa 
with a bundle of small-batch beers in exotic 
brews. Coconut & Lime Sour, anyone? No 
Passport Required Globetrotter Bundle, 
£24.50, Fourpure Brewing Company, 
fourpure.com. Buy it with the Ownable app

gIvE IT A TRAY
Dine alfresco in style with this birch 
veneer tray. And when the seasons 
change, prop it up in the kitchen for 
a bold work of art. The Gardener’s 
Tray Large, £37, Emma Britton, 
emmabritton.net. Buy it with the 
Ownable app


